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Each corner of the room is designated a letter and students change corners based on their 
rsponse to the questions 

1. I was born in

2. Which season were you born in?

A) Summer (Dec-Jan Feb)
B) Autumn (Mar April May
C) Winter (June July Aug)
D) Spring (Sept Oct Nov)

3. If I had to see a movie I would rather see (change movie title to suit current
movies) 

A) Wadjda
Wadjda is a 10-year-old girl living in a suburb of Riyadh, the capital of Saudi Arabia. 
Although she lives in a conservative world, Wadjda is fun loving, entrepreneurial and 
rebellious. 
B) Mr Peabody and Sherman
The dazzlingly brilliant Mr. Peabody – who happens to be a dog – and his adopted boy 
Sherman embark on a comical time travel adventure through the defining moments of 
world history. 
C) The Lego Movie
The original computer-animated story follows Emmet, an ordinary, rules-following, 
perfectly average LEGO minifigure who is mistakenly identified as The Special, the most 
extraordinary person and the key to saving the world. 
D) Frozen
A mountain climber and a young girl named Anna journey through snowy peaks and 
dangerous cliffs to find the legendary Snow Queen and end the perpetual winter prophecy 
that has fallen over their kingdom 

4. If I could choose a restaurant to eat at I would choose (choose local restaurants)

A) Persian Delights
B) Macdonalds
C) Sophia Pizza & Italian Food
D) The Gold Pond

 Diversity Multiple Choice Style 

A) Australia
B) Europe
C) America
D) Other
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5. My favourite thing about myself is

A) My hair
B) My personality
C) My hands
D) My brain

6. If I had to give up one thing at home it would be

A) Television
B) Microwave
C) Computer
D) Phone

7. If I could choose a pet I would have

A) Dog
B) Cat
C) Lizard
D) Horse

8. If I could have one of the four jobs listed I would be

A) Pilot
B) Successful Actor
C) Teacher
D) Doctor

9. If I had an hour of free time in the classroom and could choose my own
activity I would choose 

A) To read
B) Go on a computer
C) Draw
D) Listen to music

10. If I could choose one thing for my future it would be

A) To become rich and famous
B) To be in a job I really loved
C) To be carefree and travel the world
D) To never be unhappy




